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170 years
on the dot.
The most beautiful tradition –
rekindling passion again
and again.

O

r more precisely – on the white dot.
Because it’s with a white dot that
Vauen traditionally distinguishes very
exclusive pipes with an attractive grain and
elaborate workmanship down to the smallest detail. It is a clear symbol of the exceptional quality of Vauen.

Alexander Eckert,
Executive Partner

A

s much as we take pleasure in more
than 170 years of tradition and history, an even greater pleasure is
always being able to develop something
new, to shape it, to perfect it – and above all,
to be able to present it to you. Once again
we have succeeded in designing very special

masterpieces which we are sure will inspire
you just as much as they do us.

T

ake a little time and discover in our
new collection what you appreciate
just as much as I do: A passion for
great pleasure. Welcome to VAUEN 2018.

Precise craftsmanship makes
Your VAUEN so special.

R

efined and perfected with master
craftsmanship over many generations
since 1848, along with a love for fine
elaboration, for noble woods and selected

materials. With many steps of careful handcraft, every pipe becomes a high-quality
unique piece for discerning connoisseurs
around the world.

PIPES OF THE YEAR 2018
Sporty, striking, elegant and exclusive –
there is a style that has everything.

Art.-No. J2018B

Discover our limited and individually
numbered pipe of the year models.

W

e at Vauen are not only dedicated
pipe makers – we are connoisseurs
of pipes just as much as our customers are. No wonder that no one in our
company can really decide which model he
wants to have in his collection first. Preferably:
all five. Because Vauen pipes of the year are in
fact once again something very special.

mouthpiece and, of course, the limitation and
individual numbering as collectibles.

M

aybe you can manage to decide which
of them you find most beautiful. We
think it‘s difficult.

Art.-No. J2018D

S

porty yet elegant, slightly curved design
and powerful in their overall appearance. In five style-conscious, luxurious
finishes. Each with its own charm – from the
glossy black to the special appearance of the
partially sandblasted models and their extravagant grain optics.

W

hat they have in common is the
Vauen logo of the crossed pipes in
sterling silver, the silver band at the
end of the stem, the specially shaped saddle

Art.-No. J2018S

Limited
and individually
numbered.

Art.-No. J2018CO

Art.-No. J2018CU

T

hat pipe smokers are a very
style-conscious species who
sometimes like the very elegant –
is something that we at VAUEN are
aware of. With the new Pearl Pipes, we
have succeeded in creating brilliant
models in the truest sense. Because
the glossy black surface contrasts in
such aesthetic balance with the bright
maple rings on the rim of the bowl and
end of the stem that you cannot wait to
hold one of these beautiful pieces in
white dot quality in your hand.

PEARL
Art.-No. PL 132, WP

Art.-No. PL 137, WP

Art.-No. PL 168, WP

Art.-No. PL 177, WP

A brilliant
appearance –
The new Pearl.

Art.-No. PL 161, WP

Art.-No. PL 186, WP

WP White dot quality
This abbreviation distinguishes pipes with a
particularly attractive grain and an elaborate finish.

LAP
Art.-No. 1739

Art.-No. 1772

Art.-No. 1708

Art.-No. 1742

M

odern and at the same
time classic. A smooth
pipe bowl which sits
well in the hand, as well as an
extravagantly shaped aluminium
ring separating the bowl and the
mouthpiece. An attractive accent
that unobtrusively demonstrates
that sometimes it does not take
much to turn a beautiful pipe into
a very beautiful one. And the favourable price demonstrates that
good style does not always have
to cost a lot.

Art.-No. 1761

Art.-No. 1786

The new Lap.
When classics
set the tone.

T

he new Altro – white dot models
with dynamic character. Powerful, aesthetic and very individual.
We offer you two variations: One with a
green finished stem and smooth, caressing surface and one with a blue
finished stem, sandblasted with a
relieflike protruding grain. It ensures
optimal heat dissipation and even
more robustness. Overall, both offer a
very stylish smoking experience, which
is what the name Altro promises: very
pleasant and a little bit different.

ALTRO
Art.-No. AL 137, WP

Art.-No. AL 161, WP

Art.-No. AL 186, WP

Art.-No. AL 537, WP
sandblasted

Art.-No. AL 561, WP

Altro.
Dynamic character –
stylish sportiness.

sandblasted

Art.-No. AL 586, WP
sandblasted
WP White dot quality
This abbreviation distinguishes pipes with a
particularly attractive grain and an elaborate finish.

CLOVER
Art.-No. 1919

Art.-No. 1911

Art.-No. 1953
Art.-No. 1973

Art.-No. 1968

Art.-No. 1941

S

moking a particularly
beautiful pipe – can already bring moments of
happiness for a connoisseur.
The new Clover gets its name
from its rich elegant greens. With
its smooth surface, it is wonderfully gentle in the hand and the
change of colour in the acrylic
ring between the mouth-piece
and the stem again emphasizes
the visual appeal. Fortunately,
the new Clover is also available
at a surprisingly low price.

Because enjoyment brings
happiness:
the new Clover.

170 YEARS OF VAUEN – SINCE 1848
Art.-No. 580 and Art.-No. 164
OUR AUTOMATIC TAMPER:
Practical, well thought out and easy to use. The tamper
plate disappears into the housing at the push of a
button, so that no dirt remains in the jacket pocket or
on the tablecloth. The removable upper part is designed as a cleaning pick. Many other versions can be
found at WWW.VAUEN.COM

Art.-No. JU 170
ESPECIALLY FOR THE 170TH:
170 Perl junior activated carbon filter in the noble embossed anniversary box. Looks great, ensures light, carefree enjoyment 170 times – and because you want to use
them often, the contents aren’t guaranteed for 170 years.

Art.-No. 504#
Art.-No. TAB 170, 50 g

PIPE CLEANER WITH BRUSH:
Optimal enjoyment requires optimal purity: Our conical

HOW TO CELEBRATE OUR ANNIVERSARY ...

cotton cleaner creates the best conditions for pure smok-

Maybe with one of our new pipes – but guaranteed with

ing pleasure with its strong wire and integrated brush.

full taste and even more aroma: the anniversary edition
tobacco – with a fine rosemary and lemon note. Something
very special in fragrance and taste, and incomparably good.

VEREINIGTE PFEIFENFABRIKEN NÜRNBERG GMBH
LANDGRABENSTR. 12 | 90443 NUREMBERG
TEL: (09 11) 42 43 68-0 | FAX: (09 11) 41 21 01
INFO@VAUEN.DE | WWW.VAUEN.COM

Your competent pipe partner:

HANDMADE IN GERMANY
WWW.VAUEN.COM

